.
Introduction
This paper presents a 204-item digital wordlist of core vocabulary in Ngbugu, an Ubangian language spoken in Central African Republic by approximately 95,000 people (ISO 639-3 code:
[lnl], Gordon 2005) . The materials included in this presentation of the data include the following:
•Wordlist: this interactive webpage, containing orthographic and broad phonetic transcriptions of each word, as well as French and English glosses.
•Recordings: WAV digital recordings of each word, accessible by clicking on the orthographic form of each word in the list below. Your web browser will attempt to play the recording with the sound program that is set up as the default WAV player on your system. The recordings were made with a sample rate of 44,100 Hz and a quantization of 16 bits. •Field transcriptions: GIF images of the handwritten field transcriptions of the data.
•Metadata: a resource description of the data. This is useful for resource discovery, for example with the Open Language Archives Community (OLAC) [http://www.language-archives.org]
The original wordlist materials include two items: a two-page paper wordlist form and a 16-minute audio cassette recording. The wordlist form presents the standardized wordlist of 204 items from Moñino (1988) . For each item the form provides a prompt in French and a space for the transcription of the elicited form. The form was filled in with handwritten Ngbugu orthographic transcriptions by the second author, a Ngbugu speaker literate in both Ngbugu and French. Some items included a suggested alternative pronunciation in parentheses or an indication of uncertainty concerning the data. The first author verified the list in consultation with the second author, and together they produced a broad phonetic transcription employing the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA 1999 The process by which this field transcription and audio data were converted into digital forms suitable for long-term archiving is discussed in Simons, Olson, and Frank (2007) . That paper also describes how this presentation form was generated from the archival form. The complete archival recording (Olson 2006) 
